
RANGE OF SHREDDERS:
Sizes - 500mm to 2800 mm width

Swing Diameter: 1830 mm to 2100 mm

Speed: 900 – 1200 rpm

Best in class Cane Shredder 
by the Sugar People

Preparatory Index of more 
than 90%

Low power consumption

Longer fibre output for better 
feeding

Enhanced mill extraction 

Reduced maintenance

Swing hammers with 
replaceable tips



Uttam Group has been a leading sugar machinery manufacturer  

BRIEF SPECIFICATIONS:

The rotor shaft made of forged steel

Rotor bearing plummer blocks made of cast steel 

Rotor supported on two heavy duty self-aligning double row 

spherical roller bearings in split type C.S. plummer blocks with 

adapter/withdrawal sleeve

The shredder rotor shall be completely covered by reinforced 

mild steel fabricated hood

Detachable Domite tips made of special shock resistance alloy 

steel and secured through SS pins

The hammer shank and shredder disc have G.M. / S.S. bushes 

to suit S.S. pins

Hubs made of carbon steel / forged steel fitted on rotor shaft 
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CERTIFIED FOR
Intergrated Managment

System (IMS) by 
Lloyd Register UK

ADVANTAGES OF UTTAM SHREDDER:

Improved mechanical disruption of the stalk for the juice to be 

easily pressed/ diffused from the cane

Swing hammers hinged in axles with bush bearings and 

staggered to cover entire width of rotor

Specially designed rotor discs to eliminate failure against shocks 

Hammer shanks of fixed hammers tenoned into machined 

pockets and fastened with high tensile bolts to reassure a close 

fit, and eliminate shear

Rotor supported in generously designed heavy duty self

-aligning double row spherical roller bearings, housed in solid 

cast steel bearing blocks with water cooling jacket oil mist or 

circulating oil lubrication for bearing

Anvil of pocketed construction, hard faced to 500 BHN for 

improved and uniform cane preparation and will have provision 

for adjusting the anvil clearance

Floating flap provided over feed cane blanket to achieve 

effective air seal, reduce excessive wind age and consequently 

reduce noise, loss of sugar through mist formation and saves 

power

since 1962. With satisfied customers all over the globe, 

the group is now one of the largest and most diversified sugar EPC 

organizations. The group has attained its reputation by owning 

4 (four) state-of-the-art CNC machines equipped workshops which 

enables us to manufacture 100% of the sugar machinery and 

equipment inhouse. Our value for customers has made us the most 

preferable EPC contractor for sugar, power co-generation and 

alcohol plants.  


